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Self-Acquitta-
l?

Should the proposed world security council be so or
ganized as to any of the five great powers to prohibit
punitive action against itself? Should the United States,
for example, be allowed to say to the security organization,
to the nations of the- - world: "Regardless of our actions,
you shall not levy economic or military sanctions against
us unless we wish you to do so?"

This is the question squarely facing dele-
gates to the University of Nebraska's experimental peace
conference. It is perhaps the most pressing, the most per-
plexing question that the University's mock peace confer-
ence and the actual peace conference to come will be
called upon to settle.
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Many delegates favor a compromise measure. Accept
the veto-pow- er proposal, they say, with this reservation :

In any case involving punitive let no country in-
volved in the dispute have power. If, for example,
Russia and China were to clash in Manchuria and punitive
action against one or the other were indicated, a unani
mous of the three remaining powers, coupled Alpha Phi Little;

a n wmajority security
council, be necessary before economic or military Man,e BTsii
sanctions could be levied. '

But and this is the important point in the suggested
compromise Russia and China, the disputants themselves, i

would have no in the final fcr or against pu-
nitive action.

This, then, is the issue: Is the defendant to able to
acquit himself, or is he to be judged by a jury of his peers?,
The responsibility for a just, wise answer rest squarely on
the shoulders of the conference delegates. j
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the dispute from this vote.
Further, that for the successful outcome

of the Experimental Peace conference, all
must constantly bear in mind the

ultimate goal sought by all the attainment
of INDIVIDUAL SECURITY thru the es-

tablishment of WORLD SECURITY for
now and all time.

And, that to insure the realization of the
utmost benefits to all individuals and or-

ganizations participating in the Conference,
each of the Nations must recognize
and accredit the full sovereignty and rights
to decision of every other member nation
and Denmark. Only by such action can the
fullest living values be obtained from our
Experimental Diplomatic Procedures here
on the campus of the University of Ne
braska.
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